Cold ¤ collisions involving highly rotationally excited diatomic molecules are investigated. As the translational ¥ energy is lowered, the total inelastic cross section decreases sharply for specific channels where quasiresonant ¦ transitions are no longer energetically allowed. Rate coefficients are given for collisional quenching of § rotationally excited H 2 ,D 2 ,T © 2 , and O 2 at zero temperature. The specific rotational states that are stable against collisional relaxation would be interesting prospects for cooling and trapping. The application of collisional cooling methods together with recently developed schemes for producing rotationally hot molecules may allow high densities of ultracold ''super rotors'' to be achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental
schemes to produce diatomic molecules in highly excited rotational states have been proposed 1 ,2 and recently realized 3 ! # "
. The results of these experiments may have $ important implications for both gas phase and surface physics % and chemistry
. Theoretical calculations have revealed interesting behavior for the collisional dynamics of such rotationally hot molecules ( at low temperatures ) 4 -0 71 . One intriguing result of the 2 calculations 3 6 4 # 5 is 6 the possibility for producing rotationally hot molecules that are stable against collisional relaxation.
The idea is to use molecular levels that would undergo a quasiresonant 7 Q R 8 @ 9
vibration-rotation A B VR C @ D transition 2 at normal E temperatures. At very low temperatures, the highly efficient ( and specific QRVR transition may become closed due F to energy conservation. This effectively stabilizes the rotationally G hot molecule against collisional deexcitation H 6 4 # I . For P molecules that are also vibrationally excited, the rotational 2 distribution of total quenching rate coefficients is nearly symmetric about the levels where QRVR transitions are energetically closed Q 4 0 # R . This is due to highly efficient ener ( gy transfer that allows vibrational excitation and deexcitation 2 to occur with nearly equal probability. Observations from the optical centrifuge experiments S 3 ! # T have suggested that 2 at least some of the highly rotating molecules are produced F without vibrational excitation. For collisions that involve A molecules in the vibrational ground state, the rotational distribution F of total quenching rate coefficients is asymmetric with U respect to levels where QRVR transitions are closed because V the molecules cannot lose vibrational energy. In this work, U we provide an extensive account of the rotational distributions 2 for collisional quenching of the lowest-lying vibrational 2 levels for several types of rotationally excited molecules.
(
The collision partner in each calculation is a helium atom, however, the characteristic behavior in the distribution of rate G coefficients applies to any weakly interacting system. For P example, when helium is replaced by argon, the shape of the 2 rotational distributions for the lowest-lying vibrational quenching W rate coefficients at zero temperature is unchanged X 8 Y # . Other rare-gas collision partners have been used in QR 8
VR transfer experiments at ordinary temperatures a 9 b # c .
The choice of helium as a collision partner at low temperatures 2 is a natural one considering the experimental progress in 6 helium buffer gas cooling d 1 0e and helium cluster isolation spectroscopy f g 11h . Because some of the rotationally hot molecules ( are stable against collision with other atoms and molecules, ( it is very possible that they would also be stable upon collision i with a surface, such as a helium coated wall or droplet.
F
If the sticking probability is large, then the so-called ''super rotors'' would be trapped by the surface for many rotational G
periods. An analogy with molecular predissociation 2 suggests that the molecules could be trapped in this manner for several milliseconds or more before being lost to relaxation p 5 q s r
. If the sticking probability is low, as in the W t igner threshold regime where it approaches zero, then it may u also be possible to use the surfaces as a means for containing i the highly rotating molecules. It has been speculated v 6 ,7 4 x w that 2 the quasiresonant effect should f be most pronounced for light diatomic systems due to the 2 small moment of inertia. Investigation of helium collisions f with hydrogen, deuterium, and tritium molecules should f provide insight into the importance of the moment of inertia 6 in quasiresonance phenomena. We show the results of this 2 investigation, and based on these results, we draw conclusions i for other systems such as Li 2 y and O 2 y . The dependence F of the total inelastic cross section on the anisotropy of the 2 potential-energy surface is also studied. We find that light diatomic F systems with small long-range anisotropy generally allow very stable rotationally excited states when the QRVR channels i are closed. This is primarily due to the exponential decay F of the rate coefficients for pure rotational transitions as the 2 energy gap between the initial and final state is increased 12,13 . Heavier systems with large long-range anisotropy have $ rate coefficients for pure rotational transitions that fall of f more slowly with energy gap allowing more efficient relaxation even when QRVR transitions are closed. The paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly describes f the classical theory of quasiresonant scattering along with U a general description for estimating the collisional quenching W behavior of any highly rotating diatomic system. The usual quantum-mechanical formulation is reviewed together with the scattering length description for inelastic collisions in the limit of zero temperature. Section III presents the 2 results of the quantum calculations for several systems 
the conserved action and n s j t and n s z are small f integers. When the vibrational and rotational motion are in approximate low-order resonance, the condition 
is the condition that the internal energy change during the 2 collision is as small as possible. 
inversely related to twice the 2 moment of inertia of the molecule. In the zerotemperature 2 limit, the n s th-order 2 transition is typically closed
. The largest rotational level with U an energetically closed QRVR transition occurs when n s ï 2 è . Because the efficiency of pure rotational quenching decreases
have the best chance to resist collisional relaxation. In order to produce highly rotationally excited molecules that are stable against collisional decay, it is usually necessary that 2 the QR rotational level be less than the dissociation ro-
the dissociation energy. Table I shows the harmonic parameters and also the rotational quantum numbers for hydrogen, lithium, and oxygen molecules. It is apparent from õ the table that the second-order QR rotational levels for Li 2 and O 2 occur at values that are greater than the levels for dissociation. F Therefore, there is very efficient vibrational and rotational G energy exchange for the highly excited states of these 2 molecules. Figures 1-3 show results that go beyond the 2 harmonic approximation for all three of these molecules. The energy gaps were computed using the potential curve of 
the details of the potential-energy surface when the last bound V state of the van der Waals complex is not too close to zero. 
III. RESULTS
Figure 4 shows the ratio of inelastic to
The characteristic behavior is the same as in
. As the moment of inertia is increased, the 2 rotational energy spacing decreases and the onset for the opening of quasiresonant transitions is pushed out to higher values A of j o . The opening of the
, whereas the opening of the
. Because pure rotational quenching decreases exponentially with increasing j o , the states that are most stable against collisional relaxation will be those states whose j o value A is the largest possible value such that 
QRVR effect may u be absent. Also, the moment arm influences the rotational 2 anisotropy of the interaction. The long-range anisotropy in the potential-energy surface may be estimated using the 2 relation 
